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We had a holiday on Thursday. I don’t know if you heard, it was National Memo Day. A holiday 

meant to remind folks to keep their memos at work brief, and efficient. I’m serious. We celebrated that 

day on May 21st. There was also another obscure holiday observed, but I think that it was much more 

important than memos. I’m talking about Ascension Day. We don’t give ascension day cards. We don’t 

hand out ascension day presents. And we don’t go to aunt Catherine’s for Ascension Day Tuna 

Casserole. Ascension day does have some history. It takes place 40 days after Easter and celebrates the 

ascension of Christ’s body into heaven. You may know some churches that celebrate the feast of the 

ascension. Our text today, Acts 1:6-14, details the disciple's final encounter with Christ before he 

ascends into heaven. I'm particularly fond of this account, because of its focus on the disciples. Other 

accounts of Christ’s ascension have focused on Jesus’s famous last words, but here in this passage, we 

get a real glimpse of what is going through the disciple's minds. The ascension has puzzled many 

scholars throughout the church. I suspect that is a reason why it’s often neglected in the church today. I 

won’t pretend for a moment to understand all of the various interpretive challenges that come from this 

moment and the varying accounts that detail it. There is one point that I do wish to harp on. At the 

moment of the Ascension, Christ wasn’t an orb or a force ghost. Some visual depictions of Christ imply 

an ethereal quality to the risen Christ. But what I find so fascinating about this story, is that the Christ 

who has born the marks of life is the one who ascends. The same Christ who walked from village to 

village. With brown skin, aching feet, and pierced hands. Not a disembodied orb.  

In verse 6 of our text we see that the disciples are asking a question many of us are asking in some way 

right now. “are you going to bring about the kingdom?” Jesus’s vague answer demonstrates a new 

reality for his disciples, and a new reality for you and me. There’s going to be some time before this 

kingdom is actualized, and in the meantime we have lives to live and a church to run. As Jesus is 

ascending, or transcending or whatever is happening here. The disciples are rebuked by an angel for 



staring at the sky. As if to say that they won’t find Jesus in earth’s orbit. The reality has set in for our new 

protagonists and in some way, for us. They’ve been called on a quest of sorts. One where they are going 

to have to establish a new community, one that we’re reaping the benefits of via livestream in 2020.   

 Okay so Christ wasn’t a ghost. I’m sure that isn’t a profound statement for you. So why does that 

matter? Well it matters to me for one big reason. In the ascension, our humanity is affirmed by the Son 

of God. And when I say the word “humanity”, I’m really talking about two things. Our physical bodies, 

and what Rocky Balboa so eloquently calls “the basement” the things “beneath us” in our hearts and in 

our minds. We don’t need to play guessing games with what God thinks of us. Jesus’s words of hope, 

coupled with his promise of the Holy Spirit gives us a certainty that we will be in God’s Kingdom. This is 

why I made the earlier point about Christ not being an orb. It is a human Christ that ascends by a human 

Christ ascending, we too can know and trust that our physical bodies are image-bearers of the divine. 

Our creatureliness is affirmed by God at this moment. Here Jesus is marked as human, and we are 

forever marked as having our story bound up in the divine. Jesus has left Earth, but Jesus has not left us.  

 Now the second part, I want to spend a bit more time on this. The "basement". At this moment I 

often think of Peter, in the moment of the ascension the narrative of scripture doesn’t have Peter in the 

best light. He’s just 40 days removed from his 3 famous denials of Christ. But in the remains of the 

Ascension, we no longer see Peter’s failure. The book of Acts details a new apostolic ministry that isn’t 

marred by the comical ineptitude of the past. The ascension promises that for you and me as well. You 

and I aren’t accounted as the “should-haves” or the “almost weres.” I don’t know about you, but at my 

best, I love with a fraction of what Christ loved with. Even as we tend to withdraw with shame as Christ 

is ascending to a plane we cannot see, Christ is not withdrawing from us.  

 Since we’ve begun quarantining I’ve watched lots of documentaries. One that sticks out is the 

ESPN documentary, Four Falls in Buffalo. The film details the Buffalo Bills NFL football team. If you aren’t 



a sports fan, I’ll let you know that the Bills are famous for getting to and losing 4 Super Bowls in a row. 

The first of their four losses was especially painful, as their kicker Scott Norwood, famously missed a kick 

in the final seconds that would have won the game. Missing a kick on the biggest stage in football is 

probably one of the worst things to experience in football. Teammates can be cruel, and fans can be 

even crueler. As the Bills returned home the morning after the loss. They were greeted by 30000 fans in 

the bristling cold weather, all chanting "We want Scott, We want Scott.” The fans in Buffalo wouldn’t let 

their man wallow in failure and shame. As this was going on, Norwood grabbed a microphone and said “I 

know that I have never felt more loved than I do right now”. To this day many members of those Bills 

teams, including Scott Norwood, still live in the city of Buffalo. Something that wouldn’t be possible in 

other cities.  

 I don’t know much else about Buffalo New York, but the fact that their players can face the fans 

and the fans still love them illustrates the kind of “ascension mentality” that I’m talking about. The love 

of Christ isn’t attached to a merit or a trophy. What remains in the ascension isn’t Scott Norwood's 

failure, or my failure, your failure, or Peter’s failure. Instead, in the ascension we have the promise of 

God’s presence and the truth that reminds us of the fact that God chose to share in our creatureliness.  

This hits home in the present state we find ourselves in. Our frailty as human beings is being 

made known in a new way. Everything we’re doing feels like it’s on a tightrope. The necessary task of 

social distancing can quickly drift into social isolation. We can forget who we are and we can begin to 

believe the lie that we’re alone. The computer screen we’re viewing can feel like a scoreboard that 

always shows us that we’re behind.  

And while Ascension day may have felt like just another Thursday in quarantine for you, I want 

to encourage you that the Ascension we aren’t the sum of our mistakes and failures. And while 

international Memo Day is meant to remind you to keep those memos short, Ascension day can serve as 



a reminder that there is no divine scorekeeping. God incarnate took on human form and invaded our 

history to show us that we aren’t forsaken to our shame. Instead, we’re called a sibling of Christ and 

invited to take part in the kingdom. So this day, the Sunday after Ascension, I want you to find a way to 

remind yourself of that. Take a walk, stop and smell the roses, eat a good meal, call an old friend. Or you 

could literally try to mimic the ascension and jump on the trampoline. Whatever it is you decide, know 

that God has come and that we aren’t alone.  

 

  

  


